Conference on
JUDICIAL SYSTEM and CONTRACT LAW
in CAUCASIAN, CENTRAL ASIAN COUNTRIES
and in RUSSIA

Friday, May 9:  THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM  09:00 – 17:40

Speakers:
Welcome Speech:  Prof. Dr. Tuğrul Ansay
Dean of the Law School, Koç University
President of  Dr. Nüsret – Semahat Arsel International Research Center
of Business Law
Opening Speech:  Prof. Dr. Jürgen Basedow, Max Planck Institute, Hamburg
Russia:  Prof. Dr. Vladimir Yarkov
Armenia:  Prof. Garik Avagyan
Azerbaijan:  Altay Mustafayev, LL.M.
Georgia:  Dr. Irakli Kobakhidze, LL. M.
Kyrgyzstan:  Dina Kojahmetova
Kazakhstan:  Assel Nassimoldina
Turkmenistan:  Gunes Bakgalova
Uzbekistan:  Nodir Rasulov, LL. M.
Turkey:  Asst. Prof. Dr. Ayse Saadet Arıkan, LL.M.

Saturday, May 10:  CONTRACT LAW  09:00 – 17:25

Speakers:
Russia:  Prof. Dr. Alexander Komarov
Uzbekistan:  Umid Ubaydullaev, LL. M.
Turkmenistan:  Gunes Bakgalova
Kyrgyzstan:  Dina Kojahmetova
Kazakhstan:  Birzhan Zaharasbayev
Georgia:  Nana Gurgenidze, LL.M.
Azerbaijan:  Ilgar Mehti, LL.M.
Armenia:  Prof. Dr. Grigor Badiryan
Turkey:  Prof. Dr. Turgut Öz,  Istanbul Kültür University

Place:  Koç University Nursing School (next to American Hospital), Room A
Güzelbahçe Sokak No: 20 Nişantaşı – ISTANBUL
Language:  English – Turkish (There will be simultaneous translation)

Lunch Breaks:  12:00 – 13:30

* There will be no conference fee
** For further information please contact Funda Mürekepçi (Faculty Secretary): 0212 338 17 16